A quantum Frobenius map a la Lusztig for sl 2 is categorified at a prime root of unity.
Introduction
At a root of unity, the quantum Frobenius map was introduced by Lusztig [Lus89] as a characteristic zero analogue of the (Hopf dual of the) classical Frobenius map for algebraic groups in positive characteristic. It plays an essential role in the study of representation theory for quantum groups at a root of unity, and serves as a basic building block for the celebrated Kazhdan-Lusztig equivalence [KL94] . We refer the reader to the monograph of Lusztig's [Lus93] for some fundamental applications.
Since then, important progress has been made towards understanding Lusztig's powerful construction from a more geometric or categorical point of view. Notably the work of ArkhipovGaitsgory [AG03] and Arkhipov-Bezrukavnikov-Ginzburg [ABG04] , introduces, as a biproduct of their study, a geometric context to exhibit and utilize the quantum Frobenius map. Another beautiful and more categorical interpretation via the Hall algebra of Ringel-Lusztig has been devoloped by McGerty [McG10] .
The current work is aimed at providing yet another approach to understanding the quantum Frobenius map via categorification, in the simplest case of sl 2 at a prime root of unity. We hope this method will be prove applicable in the future, when one studies the categorical representation theory 2-Kac-Moody algebras, in the sense of Khovanov-Lauda-Rouquier [KL09, KL11, KL10, Rou08] , at a prime root of unity.
Below we give a brief summary of the content of the paper. We will assume that the reader has some basic familiarity of the work [EQ16b, EQ16a, KLMS12] , but we will recall all necessary facts from the references when needed.
In Section 2, we recall some constructions in the theory of p-differential graded algebras (p-DG algebras). We introduce the "slash-zero formal" p-DG algebras, which are analogues of formal DG algebras. As in the ordinary DG case, slash-zero formality allows one to compute algebraic invariants of a p-DG algebra, such as its Grothendieck group, by passing to its slash cohomology p-DG algebra. Next, we give a family of examples of slash-zero formal p-DG algebras coming from symmetric polynomials equipped with a p-differential. These examples are studied in [KQ15, EQ16b, EQ16a] , and have played central 1 roles in categorifying quantum sl 2 , both finite and infinite dimensional versions, at a prime root of unity.
In Section 3, we will recall the half versions (upper or lower nilpotent part) of quantum sl 2 at a generic value and at a prime root of unity (in the sense of Lusztig) , as well as the definition of the quantum Frobenius map. Then we will review briefly the categorification of the one-half of the big quantum group [EQ16a] by the p-DG category of symmetric polynomials D(Sym). A (weak) categorification of the quantum Frobenius map at a pth root of unity is then constructed (3.8) by restricting to a full subcategory D (p) (Sym) inside D(Sym), which is generated by symmetric polynomials whose number of variables are divisible by p. The effect of this restriction map is readily read off on the Grothendieck group level to be the quantum Frobenius map. The next subsection is then devoted to enhance the weak categorification result by analyzing, diagrammatically, the 2-morphism p-DG algebras that control the full subcategory D (p) (Sym). The 2-morphism p-DG algebras turn out to be slash-zero formal (Theorem 3.17), and are quasi-isomorphic to nilHecke algebras with the zero differential. The verification of the slash-zero formality constitutes the technical core of this Section.
The last Section 4 is dedicated to performing a "doubling construction" of the "half" categorification Theorem 3.17, thus giving rise to a categorified quantum Frobenius for an idempotented version of sl 2 at a prime root of unity. We will achieve this by using the biadjuntions of [KLMS12] equipped with p-differentials, which has been studied in [EQ16a] . More precisely, we investigate the full p-DG 2-subcategory D (p) (U ) inside the p-differential graded thick calculus D(U ) generated by E (p) ½ kp and F (p) ½ kp . The main Theorem 4.24 shows that the restriction functor from D(U ) to D (p) (U ) indeed categorifies the quantum Frobenius for sl 2 . The proof of the Theorem uses the simplified relation-checking criterion of Brundan [Bru16] for Khovanov-Lauda-Rouquier's 2-KacMoody categorification theorem. In the course of the proof, we also obtain a reduction result (Theorem 4.12) which shows that D(U ) can be generated by 1-morphisms of the form E½ n , E (p) ½ n , F½ n , F (p) ½ n , with n ranging over . This categorifies the well-known fact that the big quantum group at a prime root of unity does not need all divided power elements to generate it as an algebra, but only requires undivided powers and the pth divided powers.
We conclude this introduction (see also Remark 4.26) by pointing out that the induction functor from D (p) (Sym) (resp. D (p) (U )) to the ambient category D(Sym) (resp. D(U )) is, in hindsight, a categorification of the canonical section for the quantum Frobenius map. A more "correct" categorical lifting of the quantum Frobenius should first be a categorification of the quotient of big quantum sl 2 by the ideal generated by the small quantum group, and then identifying the p-DG quotient category with categorified sl 2 with the zero differential. We would like to develop a proper context for studying this "p-DG quotient" construction, which parallels Drinfeld's DG quotient of DG categories [Dri04] , in the framework of hopfological algebra [Kho16, Qi14] . This approach would hopefully be generalizable to quantum groups for higher rank Lie algebras. Definition 2.2. Let U be a p-complex over k. For each k ∈ {0, . . . , p − 2}, the kth slash cohomology of U is the graded vector space
Elements in Ker(∂ k+1 ) will be called k-cocycles, while those in Im(∂ p−k−1 ) will be referred to as k-coboundaries. The vector space H /k (U ) inherits a -grading coming from that of U . The (total) slash cohomology of U is the sum
It is easy to see that the differential on U induces a k-linear map
so that H / (U ) collects to be a p-complex that satisfies ∂ p−1 | H / (U ) = 0. As a p-complex, we have a decomposition
where P (U ) is a contractible p-complex. A contractible p-complex is a p-complex that is isomorphic to a direct sum of p-dimensional complexes of the form
where the underlined k may start in any degree. The identity morphism of this complex can be written as
where h is the k-linear map which identifies the right-most copy of k with the initial copy while being zero everywhere else:
This definition of a contractible complex is analogous to the usual definition of a contractible complex of (super) vector spaces. In particular, in characteristic two, being a direct sum of complexes of the form 0−→k
is equivalent to having the identity morphism be nulhomotopic. More generally, let M, N be p-DG modules over some p-DG algebra A. A morphism of p-DG modules f : M −→N is called null-homotopic if there is a degree-(2 − 2p) A-linear map h : M −→N such that
A p-DG module P is called cofibrant if, given any surjective quasi-isomorphism of p-DG modules f : M −→N , the induced map of p-complexes
is a quasi-isomorphism. Here, we have adopted the convention that
where Hom i A (M, N ) stands for the space of homogeneous A-module maps of degree i. Any p-DG module M is quasi-isomorphic to some cofibrant module p(M ) (e.g. its bar resolution), and
Remark 2.4. At this point, we should emphasize that the triangulated category D(A) has an enhanced p-DG structure on it, that is, the existence of an "internal Hom" enriched in p-complexes. Namely, for any cofibrant p-DG modules M , N , the p-complex HOM A (M, N ), up to homotopy, governs the morphism spaces in the derived category according to (2.3). In particular, given a finite collection of cofibrant p-DG modules M i (i ∈ I), it will usually be convenient to consider the p-DG endomorphism algebra
which is equipped with the p-differential
The endomorphism algebra then descends to a strictly associative algebra-object in the homotopy category of p-complexes, which controls the morphism spaces among M i 's in the derived category by passing to H 0 /0 (equation (2.3)). In particular, in the derived category D(A), if the collection consists of only the cofibrant object A as a left regular module over the p-DG algebra A, then the endomorphism p-DG algebra END A (A) = A recovers the algebra A with the natural differential, while
commutes with arbitrary direct sums. The compact derived category D c (A), the strictly full subcategory in D(A) consisting of compact objects, is a categorification of its own Grothendieck group
). This Grothendieck group carries a module structure over the ring
, and D c (k) is the derived, or equivalently, homotopy category of finite-dimensional p-complexes over the ground field k. Multiplication by v comes from the decategorification of the grading shift functor on p-complexes.
To avoid confusion, we will denote the image of v under the canonical map [v ±1 ]−→O p by q, so that q 2p = 1.
Slash-zero formality. Below let us introduce a class of p-DG algebras that always satisfy the conditions of Lemma 2.3. The slash cohomology of such an algebra is always an algebra with the trivial p-DG structure.
Definition 2.5. A p-DG algebra A is said to be slash-zero formal if there is a quasi-isomorphism between A and H /0 (A).
Remark 2.6 (On the notion of quasi-isomorphism). We will allow a more general notion of quasiisomorphic of p-DG algebras, as is usually adopted in the DG case. We will say that two p-DG algebras A, B are quasi-isomorphic if there is a sequence p-DG algebras Z 1 , Z 2 , . . . , Z k and "roofs" of quasi-isomorphisms connecting them:
The resulting derived categories of D(A) and D(B) are equivalent under repeated applications of induction and restriction functors (see [Qi14, Corollary 8.18] ).
In particular, a p-DG algebra A will be called slash-zero formal if A and H /0 (A) are quasiisomorphic.
Example 2.7. We list some elementary examples of p-DG algebras that are slash-zero formal.
(i) If A is a usual k-algebra with the trivial p-differential, then the p-DG algebra (A, ∂ 0 ≡ 0) is slash-zero formal.
(ii) If A is an acyclic p-DG algebra (i.e., H / (A) = 0), then the inclusion of 0 into the algebra is a quasi-isomorphism and A is thus slash-zero formal.
(iii) Consider the polynomial algebra k[x] with the differential ∂(x k ) = kx k+1 . It is readily seen that the inclusion of the unit map
is a p-DG algebra homomorphism that induces an isomorphism on slash cohomology. Thus (k[x], ∂) is slash-zero formal. The canonical projection map k[x]−→k, x → 0 is another p-DG algebra homomorphism that realizes the quasi-isomorphism.
We will see more examples that are similar to (iii) in the next subsection.
Derived categories of slash-zero formal p-DG algebras. When a p-DG algebra A is slash-zero formal, the derived category D c (A) can be identified with that of its slash cohomology algebra as follows.
Lemma 2.8. Let A be p-DG algebra together with a quasi-isomorphism φ : A−→H /0 (A). Then derived induction and restriction along φ induces equivalences of triangulated categories
that are quasi-inverses of each other. The Lemma implies that, when A is slash-zero formal, its p-DG Grothendieck group K 0 (A) can be computed from the usual Grothendieck group of the graded associative algebra H / (A). Let us temporarily write the usual Grothendieck group of H / (A) as K ′ 0 (H / (A)). Below we denote the decategorification of the grading shift functor on H / (A)-modules by v, so that
We will only state the following less general version that we will use later.
Corollary 2.9. Let A be a slash-zero formal p-DG algebra whose H / (A) is a graded artinian algebra of finite homological dimension. Then its p-DG Grothendieck group equals
Proof. Lemma 2.8 shows that we can compute
is graded artinian and has finite homological dimension, the isomorphism
follows from [Qi14, Proposition 9.10].
Symmetric polynomials and slash cohomology
In this Section, we recall the computation of the slash cohomology ring of p-DG symmetric polynomials done in [EQ16b, EQ16a] , and we will deduce some useful consequences for later use.
p-DG symmetric polynomials. The ring of symmetric polynomials in n-variables Sym n , which we identify as a subalgebra in the algebra of n-variable polynomials Pol n := k[x 1 , . . . , x n ], consists of polynomials invariant under the natural permutation action of S n on Pol n . Each variable has degree deg(x i ) = 2. Equip Pol n with the p-differential defined on the generators by ∂(x i ) = x 2 i , i = 1, . . . , n, and extend the differential to Pol n by the Leibnitz rule. It is easy to see that, when char(k) = p > 0, (Pol n , ∂) is a p-DG algebra. Furthermore, Sym n ⊂ Pol n is preserved under the differential. One can also see this from the following differential action on the elementary symmetric polynomials (see [EQ16b, Lemma 3 .1])
∂(e r ) = e 1 e r − (r + 1)e r+1 (1 ≤ r ≤ n − 1), ∂(e n ) = e 1 e n , (2.6) where, as usual,
When talking about the p-DG algebra Sym n , we will always mean that Sym n is equipped with this differential (2.6). Likewise, one has the differential action on the kth complete symmmetric polynomials
There is a one-parameter family of rank-one p-DG modules S n (a), parametrized by a ∈ p , over the p-DG algebra (Sym n , ∂). As Sym n -modules, S n (a) is freely generated by a degree-zero generator S n (a) := Sym n · v a , with the differential acting on the module by
where f ∈ Sym n . When a = 0, we also simplify the notation by S n := S n (0).
Slash-zero formality. We recall the following result about the slash cohomology of Sym n and the rank-one module S n (a).
Lemma 2.10. Let n = kp + r be a natural number with k ∈ AE and 0 ≤ r ≤ p − 1.
(i) The p-DG algebra Sym n is slash-zero formal. Moreover, the natural inclusion map (ii) When a ∈ {1, . . . , r}, the rank-one module p-DG module S n (a) is acyclic: H / (S n (a)) = 0.
We remark that the involution
intertwines the differential defined on Sym n according to equation (2.6) and (2.7). The two inclusions of slash-zero cocycles are thus exchanged under the involution. For this reason, we will only formulate results concerning the slash cohomology of Sym n (or Sym := lim n→∞ Sym n ) in terms of the elementary symmetric polynomials (functions). For the next result, let us embed Sym (a+b)p and
, where x stands for the set of variables {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x ap } and likewise x ′ stands for {x ′ 1 , x ′ 2 , . . . , x ′ bp }. By Lemma 2.10, we identify
and
Corollary 2.11. Let a, b ∈ AE be integers. The natural inclusion of p-DG algebras
induces an inclusion of slash cohomology p-DG algebras with zero differentials
where r ∈ {1, . . . , a + b}. In particular, the induced map on slash cohomology is an embedding of polynomial algebras.
Proof. Elementary symmetric functions, when the variables are split into two independent sets x and x ′ , satisfy
Taking i = rp and raising the above equation to the pth power, we obtain
where we have used that, in characteristic p > 0, the pth power map (Frobenius homomorphism) preserves the abelian group structure of k-algebras. If p does not divide j, Lemma 2.10 shows that the 0-cocycle e p j (x) is equal to zero in the slash cohomology. The result thus follows.
Remark 2.12. Notice that, if we split the set of (k + l)p variables into two groups such that neither is divisible by p, then the induced map on slash cohomology will not be injective. For instance, take a = b = 1, and consider the inclusion
Using Lemma 2.10 again, we see that, on the level of slash cohomology, the induced map
sends e p 2p (x, x ′ ) to zero on the right hand side, and the result of Corollary 2.11 fails in this situation.
Next, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, we abbreviate the set of variables
Passing to slash cohomology, we obtain
(2.12)
It will be convenient to define the auxiliary variables
Corollary 2.13. On the level of slash cohomology, the inclusion of p-DG algebras
induces an isomorphism of H / (Sym kp ) onto the space of symmetric polynomials in y i (i = 1, . . . , k).
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Corollary 2.11. Indeed, for any e
Using Lemma 2.10, each e p ja (x (a) ) = 0, a = 1, . . . , k, in the slash cohomology ring of Sym p (x (a) ) unless p divides j a . Since 0 ≤ j a ≤ p, the remaining terms are equal to e r (y 1 , . . . , y k ). The claim follows.
Remark 2.14. By passing to the n → ∞ version of Lemma 2.10 (see [EQ16b, Proposition 3.8]), one sees that, the slash cohomology is isomorphic to
and the coproduct on the Hopf algebra Sym induces an coassociative coproduct on H / (Sym):
The antipode ω : Sym−→Sym, e i → (−1) i h i gives rise to
In this way, the slash cohomology ring H / (Sym) is just isomorphic to another copy of symmetric functions
. . ] (with the zero differential), but the degree is adjusted to be deg(e ′ i ) = 2ip 2 . We have a homogeneous "thickening map" Θ 0 :
which is a quasi-isomorphism of p-DG Hopf algebras.
Grassmannian bimodules and unoriented thick calculus
The p-DG (thick) nilHecke algebra arises as the p-DG endomorphism algebra of some Grassmannian bimodules [EQ16a, Section 3.2], and categorifies the nilpotent part of quantum sl 2 generated by all divided powers of E at a prime root of unity. In this Section, we recall the construction, and then we investigate how "one-half" of the quantum Frobenius map is categorified by passing to the full subcategory monoidally generated by E (p) .
A quantum Frobenius map
Following Lusztig [Lus93] , we will define the upper nilpotent part of the quantum sl 2 at a generic value v, which is denoted for short by U + v , as the [v ±1 ]-algebra spanned by
with the multiplication and comultiplication given by
Here we have used the quantum integer
, and the quantum binomial coefficient
Next we recall the quantum group U + Op at a prime root of unity as a twisted bialgebra and its quantum Frobenius map. This is the twisted bialgebra obtained from U + v by the canonical base change map
equipped with the multiplication
and the comultiplication
Here the coefficients a+b a Op and q k(k−a) are evaluated in the ground ring O p . Define another base change ring homomorphism
if p is odd, where we have used that
Under ρ, we have, when p is odd,
for any n ∈ AE. It follows that
Likewise, when p = 2, we have ρ([n] v ) = n and ρ( a+b a v ) = a+b a . Remark 3.1. Our (unfortunate) grading choice for the differential to be of degree two was done in order to match the usual representation theoretical conventions. This has the effect that, when p is odd, the ring O p is no longer an integral domain. Moreover, in O p , we have q 2p = 1 and q p = −1. On the other hand, there are two canonical ring homomorphisms
factors into the product of the pth and 2pth cyclotomic polynomials Ψ p (v) and Ψ 2p (v). If we perform a further base change along ̺ 1 , then q p = −1 in the cyclotomic ring O 2p , while doing so along ̺ 2 makes q p = 1.
When U + v is base changed along ρ, we see from equations (3.1),(3.2) and (3.3) that
is closely related to an O p -integral form of the classical universal enveloping algebra U + (sl 2 ). We will denote the generator θ (a) ⊗ ρ 1 by E (a) , so that
with the multiplication structure
This equation tells us that, if we use ̺ 2 instead of ρ as in Remark 3.1, then q p = 1, and we recover the usual universal enveloping algebra U + (sl 2 ) over O p with divided power generators. We now recall the quantum Frobenius map for the upper nilpotent part of sl 2 following [Lus93, Chapter 35], which is adapted to our setting over O p .
Definition 3.2. The quantum Frobenius map is the O p -algebra homomorphism
Grassmannian bimodules
Let (a, b) ∈ AE 2 be a pair of natural numbers, and consider the GL a+b -equivariant cohomology ring of Gr(a, a + b):
We will usually just write the right hand side as Sym a,b for short. Each Sym a , Sym b will be equipped with the p-DG structure defined by (2.6). When necessary, we will identify elements in Sym a as symmetric polynomials in the set of variables x = {x 1 , . . . , x a } while Sym b as in
Under the differential, Sym a ⊗ Sym b is equipped with the tensor product p-DG algebra structure: for any
Furthermore, Sym a,b contains Sym a+b canonically as a p-DG subalgebra.
Definition 3.3. Let (a, b) ∈ AE 2 be a pair of natural numbers. The rank-one p-DG module
is equipped with the differential action on the generator given by
The degree 2 of the module generator v a,b is fixed to be −ab. More generally, given any sequence of natural numbers a := (a 1 , . . . , a r ) ∈ AE r , define
with the differential action determined on the generator by
and extended to the entire module via the Leibniz rule. The degree of v a is taken to be
2 The degree of the generator is only essential for Lemma 3.4 and Theorem 3.8, where it is needed to make some quantum binomial coefficients in v symmetric with respect to v → v −1 .
Let us also fix some standard combinatorial notation. For a pair of natural numbers (a, b), denote by P (a, b) the set of Young diagrams/partitions that fit into an a × b rectangle. When b → ∞, we will just abbreviate P (a) := P (a, ∞).
gives rise to a symmetric polynomial in a variables known as the Schur polynomial π λ (x). We recall the following useful differential action of ∂ on π λ ∈ Sym a , which generalizes the actions (2.6) and (2.7):
Here µ = λ + stands for a Young diagram in P (a) that is obtained from λ by adding a single box, and C( ) stands for the content number of the box added (i.e., the column number of the box minus its row number). See [EQ16a, Lemma 2.4] for the proof of (3.13). . A ∂-stable Sym a+b -basis for the module is given by
(ii) The dual module S ∨ a,b := HOM Sym a+b (S a,b , Sym a+b ) is also compact cofibrant with the ∂-stable dual basis
. The induced differential on the dual module generator is given by
Proof. This is [EQ16a, Proposition 3.3]. 
and the comultiplication functor R:
where the module generator u a,b has degree −ab, and the differential acts on the generator by ∂(u a,b ) = 0.
In [EQ16a, Theorem 3.15], we have established the following.
Proposition 3.6. The derived category of p-DG symmetric polynomials categorifies U + Op of quantum sl 2 at a pth root of unity as a twisted bialgebra:
Under this isomorphism, the symbol of the rank-one free p-DG module [S a ] is identified with the element E (a) . The multiplication and comultiplication functor categorify respectively the multiplication and comultiplication of U The canonical embedding functor will be denoted
As a full subcategory of D(Sym), D (p) (Sym) inherites a multiplication and comultiplication functor from M and R, which will be written respectively as M (p) and R (p) .
Componentwise, the functor M (p) has the effect
Likewise, the comultiplication functor R (p) is seen to be
(3.15)
Now we are ready to state and prove a (weak) categorification result about the quantum Frobnenius map (Definition 3.2). Proof. By construction, we have
Via Proposition 3.6, we need to analyze the p-DG algebras Sym ap (a ∈ AE) and the effect of the multiplication functor M (p) on a pair of the rank-one free module S ap . By Lemma 2.10, the p-DG algebra Sym ap is slash-zero formal, and there is a quasi-isomorphism induced from the inclusion of its slash cohomology ring Then Corollary 2.9 shows that
To see that the multiplication functor has the desired effect, we compute that
as a left p-DG module over Sym (a+b)p . It follows that, by Lemma 3.4, the following equality of symbols hold on the level of Grothendieck groups
In the last equality, we have used the standard binomial equality that
whose proof can be found, for instance, in [Lus93, Lemma 34.1.2]. Alternatively we refer the reader to Remark 3.12 later for a categorical "explanation" of this equality.
The comultiplication functor R (p) is dealt with similarly. We will leave this case to the reader as an exercise.
Remark 3.9. Theorem 3.8 also tells us that the induction functor along  gives rise to categorification of a section of the quantum Frobenius map Fr :
Unoriented graphical calculus
Our goal in this section is to have a combinatorial study of the 2-morphism spaces controlling the functor M (p) in the spirit of Khovanov-Lauda [KL09, Lau10] and Rouquier [Rou08] . This will strengthen Theorem 3.8 into a strong categorification result. To start, we will consider the p-DG module S ap,bp (Definition 3.3) regarded as a left module over Sym (a+b)p and right module over Sym ap,bp . Diagrammatically, we will depict elements of the module as
The labels ap, bp and (a + b)p indicate the thickness of the strands involved. When a strand has thickness r, it can carry coupons labeled by symmetric polynomials x ∈ Sym r .
The diagrams are subject to the Grassmannian sliding relation: for any k ∈ {1, . . . , (a + b)p}, we have
where it is understood that e m (x 1 , . . . , x n ) = 0 if m > n. The differential on the lowest degree generator is given by the formula (c.f. Definition 3.3):
One can readily see that the differential is inherited from the one in [EQ16a] , as ap, bp are zero modulo p. The enhanced endomorphism algebra END Sym (a+b)p (S ap,bp ) is a size-(a+b)p ap 2 matrix p-DG algebra with coefficients in Sym (a+b)p because of Lemma 3.4. It has the following diagrammatic k-basis.
Here we have adopted the notation that, for any c, d ∈ AE and any partition
its complement partitionμ ∈ P (d, c) is obtained from µ by the rulê
where t is the usual transpose on Young diagrams by reflection about the main diagonal. The composition of two elements in this matrix presentation is given by vertical juxtaposition of diagrams. Whenever two diagrams are vertically composed, it is simplified according to the following "pairing" simplification rule:
The induced differential acts trivially on the lowest degree element of END Sym (a+b)p (S ap,bp ):
Furthermore, the ∂ action is extended to all elements in the diagrammatic basis by the Leibniz rule and the differential action on symmetric polynomials (see equation (3.13)).
To proceed, we will consider the following p-complex which is defined to be
together with the differential action determined as in equation (3.13):
We will need to compute the slash cohomology of this p-complex, and to do so we introduce the following definition.
Definition 3.10. A partition in P (bp, ap) is called p-Lima if it is obtained from a partition ν in P (b, a) by expanding each box of ν into a p × p cube. For the ease of notation later, the set of Lima partitions inside P (bp, ap) will be denoted as Below is an example of a 3-Lima partition that is obtained from the partition (2, 1). 
Proof. By construction, V a,b embeds inside Sym bp as a p-subcomplex. We next define a projection map
If µ is a partition such that µ 1 = ap, and ν is obtained from µ by adding one box to the first row, then the content of the box added equals ap = 0 ∈ k, so that π ν does not figure in the differential of π µ . It then follows that the projection map commutes with the differentials. Thus V a,b is a p-complex direct summand of Sym bp .
By the differential action formula (3.13), it is clear that 
The Lemma then follows by truncating the partitions in P (bp, ∞) onto the p-complex summand P (bp, ap).
Remark 3.12. By Definition 3.10, the number of p-Lima partitions LP (bp, ap) is equal to the number of partitions inside P (b, a). Therefore, computing the image of V a,b in the Grothendieck ring 
where P (V a,b ) is a contractible p-complex and H / (V a,b ) is a direct sum of trivial p-complexes by Lemma 3.11.
Abbreviate the compact cofibrant Sym (a+b)p -modules as
Then we may identify END Sym (a+b)p (S ap,bp ) as the block p-DG matrix algebra
It is clear that the terms HOM Sym (a+b)p (H, P ), HOM Sym (a+b)p (P, H) and HOM Sym (a+b)p (P, P ) are acyclic since both P and H are cofibrant and P is acyclic. Therefore, the natural inclusion
identifying the left hand term with the upper left block matrix is a quasi-isomorphism. Thus we are reduced to showing that END Sym (a+b)p (H) is slash-zero formal. But this is clear from Lemma 2.10: Sym (a+b)p is quasi-isomorphic to its slash cohomology ring, and thus
is a chain of p-DG algebra quasi-isomorphisms.
Remark 3.14. The cofibrance of S ap,bp (and thus the cofibrance of its direct summands H and P ) over the p-DG algebra Sym (a+b)p has played a crucial role in the above proof. In general, the graded endormorphism space END A (M ) of a p-DG A-module M will not control the endomor-
It is not cofibrant, and it is easily verified that the induced differential on
is an isomorphism of p-DG algebras. However,
To give a diagrammatic description of the slash cohomology algebra elements, we just need to resort to the diagrammatic description (3.17) together with Lemma 3.11. We have that the slash cohomology is spanned by the elements in the following set
This description, together with equation (3.19), also makes it clear that H / (END Sym (a+b)p (S ap,bp )) can be regraded as a subalgebra inside END Sym (a+b)p (S ap,bp ), although it does not contain the identity element. When both a = b = 1, the minimal nontrivial p-Lima partition is just (p p ).
: the minimal nontrivial 3-Lima partition
The associated Schur polynomial is just e p p (x 1 , . . . , x p ). The complement of (p p ) is of course just the empty partition. Therefore, we have the following Corollary from Proposition 3.13. which have degrees 2 and −2 respectively, quotient the relations
In order to make the next map homogeneous, we will adjust the above local generators (3.27) of nilHecke algebras to be of degree 2p 2 and −2p 2 respectively. Definition 3.16. For any a ∈ AE, the thickening map
is given locally on the diagrammatic generators of NH a by
Theorem 3.17. The p-DG endomorphism algebra (END Sym ap (S (p a ) ), ∂) is slash-zero formal. The thickening map Θ + induces a quasi-isomorphism of p-DG algebras.
Proof. The nilHecke relations (3.24)-(3.26) have been established in the discussion before the Theorem, so this homomorphism is well-defined. To prove that END Sym ap (S (p a ) , ∂) is slash-zero formal, one uses a similar argument as in Proposition 3.13.
To do so, notice that the p-DG module
is compact cofibrant over Sym ap . An induction together with the a = b = 1 case of Proposition 3.13 shows that
where H 0 is a direct sum of trivial p-complexes that has total dimension dim(H 0 ) = a!, and P 0 is an acyclic p-complex. It follows that
is a quasi-isomorphism of p-DG algebras. The slash-zero formality then follows from Lemma 2.10.
To directly compare it with the nilHecke algebra on the slash cohomology level, we use that
identifies the slash cohomology of Sym ap with the S a -invariant part of (H / (Sym p )) ⊗a (Corollary 2.13). (y 1 , . . . , y a ), and it follows that
This finishes the proof of the Theorem.
Remark 3.18. Theorem 3.17 promotes Theorem 3.8 into a strong categorification by considering the p-DG derived category
with its enhanced p-DG endomorphism structure (Remark 2.4). It is not hard to show that this category is Morita equivalent to D (p) (Sym) (This will be shown in slight more generality in Lemma 4.11.). Composing the Morita equivalence, the natural inclusion  of D (p) (Sym) into D(Sym) together with Θ + gives us a fully-faithful embedding of enhanced p-DG derived categories
It then follows from Theorem 3.8 and Theorem 3.17 that the natural projection from D(Sym) onto D (p) (Sym) ∼ = D(NH, ∂ 0 ) categorifies the quantum Frobenius map (Definition 3.2.) Remark 3.19. We expect that a similar construction can be extended to the sl 3 case by combining Stošić's sl 3 -thick calculus ( [Sto15] ) with the differential defined in [KQ15] , which will then categorify the quantum Frobenius map for the upper half of sl 3 at a prime root of unity. Likewise, a careful modification of the previous construction in the DG odd nilHecke algebra case [EQ16c] will give rise to a characteristic-zero lifting of the quantum Frobenius map for sl 2 at a fourth root of unity. Remark 3.20. As we have, the direct sum of the maps Θ + will give us a weak p-DG monoidal functor, which becomes a triangulated monoidal functor of enhanced derived categories. Here we use the notion "weak" to indicate that the map is not a p-DG algebra homomorphism. For instance, the relations(3.24) of nilHecke algebras only hold in slash cohomology , but on the abelian level the equality only holds up to acyclic idempotents. However, upon passing to slash-cohomology, the map becomes an isomorphism. Combining the fact that END Sym ap (S (p a ) , ∂) is slash-zero formal (Theorem 3.17), the functors give a "roof" (see Remark 2.6) of p-DG monoidal categories, and hence induces (enhanced) derived equivalences.
Thick calculus and quantum Frobenius
In this Section, we define a thickening 2-functor Θ which is a "doubled" version of the map Θ + from Definition 3.16. We will show that the restriction functor along Θ gives rise to a categorification of the quantum Frobenius map for an idempotented version of quantum sl 2 at a prime root of unity.
Quantum sl 2 at a root of unity
We first recall the definition of some idempotented forms of the generic and root-of-unity quantum sl 2 over the ring O p following [Lus93, Chapter 36]. Another concise and lucid account can be found in [McG10] . Then we will introduce a modified version of Lusztig's quantum Frobenius map for sl 2 , which is defined over the ring O p .
Definition 4.1.
(i) The non-unital associative quantum algebraU É(v) (sl 2 ) is a É(v)-algebra generated by a family of orthogonal idempotents {1 n |n ∈ }, a raising operator θ and a lowering operator ϑ, subject to the following conditions:
We denote byU v (sl 2 ) (or justU v for short) the [v ± ]-integral subalgebra ofU É(v) (sl 2 ) generated by the divided power elements
for every n ∈ and a ∈ AE.
(
The base changed divided power elements will be denoted by
]−→O p be the ring homomorphism that takes v to q p . The O p -integral idempotented algebraU ρ is obtained fromU v along 3 ρ:
The base changed divided power generators in this case will be written as
(iv) The non-unital associative (small) quantum algebrau Op :=u Op (sl 2 ) is the subalgebra ofU Op generated by {E1 n , F 1 n |n ∈ }.
Definition 4.2. Lusztig's canonical basisḂ is an additive [v ±1 ]-basis forU v , which consists of
Via base change, the canonical basisḂ gives rise to bases forU Op andU ρ , which we denoteḂ Op andḂ ρ respectively. Definition 4.3. The quantum Frobenius map for sl 2 at a pth root of unity is the idempotented algebra homomorphism defined on the generators by
Here ρ is the base change ring homomorphism (3.6).
It is not hard to see that the kernel of Fr is generated byu Op as an ideal insideU Op , and thus the quantum Frobenius map fits into the sequence of O p -algebras
The ideal generated byu Op constitutes the kernel of Fr.
Thin and thick sl 2 calculus
Thin calculus. We now recall a version of the thin diagrammatic calculus of Lauda [Lau10] that categorifiesU v at a generic value.
Definition 4.4. The 2-category U is an additive graded k-linear category. It has one object for each n ∈ , where is the weight lattice of sl 2 . The 1-morphisms are (direct sums of grading shifts of) composites of the generating 1-morphisms ½ n+2 E½ n and ½ n F½ n+2 , where n ranges over . Each ½ n+2 E½ n will be drawn the same, regardless of the object n. One may think that there is a single 1-morphism E which increases the weight by 2 (read from right to left), and a single 1-morphism F that decreases the weight by 2. We draw the 1-morphisms as oriented strands.
1-Morphism generator
The 2-morphisms are generated by the following pictures with prescribed degrees 4 .
Generator n n+2 n n+4 n n
The following set of relations is imposed on the 2-morphism generators.
(i) The nilHecke relations are satisfied on upward pointing strands regardless of regions.
(ii) The adjunction relations hold, irrelevant of region labels:
(4.5) (iii) For each n ∈ , let σ n be the 2-morphism
Then the following morphisms should be invertible.
Theorem 4.5 (Khovanov-Lauda, Rouquier) . The category U categorifies U v (sl 2 ) at a generic v:
Here v is the decategorification of the grading shift functor on U − mod. The indecomposable left projective modules over U in the set
categorify Lusztig's canonical basis elementsḂ:
and the modules
Remark 4.6 (On the proofs of Theorem 4.5). The original proof of the result using a few more generators and relations is due to Khovanov-Lauda [Lau10, KL10] . The relations presented here are defined by Rouquier [Rou08] . The work of Cautis and Lauda [CL15] shows that the two definitions are closely related. More recently, it is shown by Brundan in the amazing work [Bru16] that the two presentations of Khovanov-Lauda and Rouquier are equivalent, significantly reducing the amount of relations to check in many situations. The second part of the Theorem, regarding lifting canonical basis elements to indecomposable U -modules, can be found in [KLMS12, Section 5].
Corollary 4.7. Equip U with the zero p-differential ∂ 0 ≡ 0. Then the compact derived category of p-DG modules over U categorifiesU ρ :
Proof. By our choice of grading in Definition 4.4, the 2-morphism generators all have degrees expanded by p 2 . On the level of Grothendieck group K 0 (D c (U ), ∂ 0 ), this has the effect of specializing all the structural constants involving v in Theorem 4.5 at q p 2 = q p ∈ O p . The isomorphism follows then, for instance, by using Corollary 2.9.
Thick calculus under differential. Let us briefly recall a p-DG 2-category structure onU defined in [EQ16a] . The categoryU has been introduced in [KLMS12] to describe diagrammatically the Karoubi envelope of U . As a result,U is Morita equivalent to U and thus categorifiesU v as in Theorem 4.5. In the presence of a nontrivial differential, the derived category of (U , ∂) has been shown [EQ16a, Theorem 6.2] to categorify the O p -integralU Op with divided powers.
Definition 4.8. The p-DG 2-category (U , ∂) has the underlying 2-category equivalent to the Karoubi envelope of U (Definition 4.4). It has objects labeled by n ∈ . The 1-morphisms are monoidally generated by ½ n+2a E (a) ½ n , ½ n−2a F (a) ½ n for all a ∈ AE and n ∈ . They are diagrammatically depicted by oriented thick strands of thickness a: a n n+2a a n n−2a .
The 2-morphisms are generated by thick diagrams below subject to certain relations that are similar to thin calculus ones. The reader is referred to [KLMS12] for the precise relations, but a p-DG 2-category structure onU is defined by declaring the following differential action on the 2-morphism generators.
On upward pointing splitter and merger diagrams, the differential acts by
(4.8)
On oriented biadjunction maps, the differential is given by ∂ a n = (n + a) a n e 1 , ∂ a n = (a − n) a n e 1 , (4.9) ∂ a n = a a n e 1 − a a n e 1 1 , (4.10) ∂ a n = a a n e 1 + a a n e 1 1 , (4.11)
Here the clockwise thickness-1 "bubble"
composed of a cup, n dots and a cap, is an element lying inside ENDU (½ n ) ∼ = Sym. The differential action on the ENDU (½ n ) is then determined, as before, according to equation (3.13).
For any a, b ∈ AE, i ∈ {0, . . . , min(a, b)}, n ∈ and α ∈ P (i, n − i), let
(4.13)
In particular, when i = 0, then α = ∅, and
14)
The reason that we are interested in these special elements inU is that they consititute "half" of the maps in the identity decomposition formula for
Theorem 5.6]). More precisely, there exist
The next Theorem is proven in [EQ16a, Theorem 6.2].
Theorem 4.9. The (enhanced) p-DG derived category D(U , ∂) categorifies the idempotented O pintegral quantum groupU Op :
Furthermore, the symbols of the compact cofibrant p-DG modules in
are identified with the specialization of Lusztig's canonical basisḂ Op .
We deduce some consequences of Theorem 4.9, which should have been included in [EQ16a] . First off, observe that, without the differential ∂, the 2-categoryU is Morita equivalent to U , so that it also categorifies the generic quantum groupU v as in Theorem 4.5. Consequently, in the usual derived category D(U −mod) of modules overU , the objects E½ n F½ n , when n ranges over , monoidally generate the entire derived category (under 1-morphism compositions). However, in the presence of ∂, we need an extra family of p-DG modules, besides E½ n F½ n , to generate D(U , ∂), namely those in
(4.16)
To show this we do a few reductions.
Lemma 4.10. Let m be a natural number, and fix a decomposition m = ap + r such that a ∈ AE and r ∈ {0, . . . , p − 1}. The objects E (m) ½ n (resp. F (m) ½ n ) with n ∈ in the enhanced derived category D(U , ∂) are contained in the triangulated subcategory monoidally generated by E (ap) ½ n+2r and E (r) ½ n (resp. F (ap) ½ n−2r and F (r) ½ n ).
Proof. We will only prove the result for E's, the corresponding proof for F's is similar.
To do this, it amounts to show that E (m) ½ n is contained in the smallest triangulated subcategory in D(U , ∂) that contains E (ap) E (r) ½ n .
Note that, in (U , ∂), the endomorphism algebra of any 1-morphism E (m) ½ n is controlled by Sym m with the natural differential (2.6) that is independent of the weight n. Likewise, the endomorphism space of E (ap) E (r) ½ n is controlled, irrelevant of n, by the p-DG endomorphism algebra END Sym m (S ∨ ap,r ) 5 . By Lemma 3.4, S ap,r is compact cofibrant over Sym m and so is its dual, so that
is isomorphic to a matrix p-DG algebra with coefficients in Sym m . Therefore, we have a derived tensor functor S Therefore, the module p-DG module S ∨ ap,r is a p-DG direct summand of the natural rank-one free p-DG module over END Sym m (S ∨ ap,r ). The cofibrance of S ∨ ap,r now follows.
Lemma 4.11. Let a be any positive natural number and r be in the set {0, 1, . . . , p − 1}.
(i) For each n ∈ , the module E (ap) ½ n in D(U , ∂) is contained in the triangulated subcategory monoidally generated by E (p) ½ k with k ∈ {n, n + 2p, . . . , n + ap}.
(ii) For each n ∈ , the module E (r) ½ n in D(U, ∂) is contained in the triangulated subcategory monoidally generated by E½ k with k ∈ {n, n + 2, . . . , n + 2r}.
Proof. The proof is similar to the previous Lemma. For instance, to show (i), one considers the p-DG algebras Sym ap and END Sym ap (S ∨ (p a ) ) (Definition 3.3). Then one is further reduced to showing that S ∨ (p a ) is cofibrant over the endomorphism algebra END Sym ap (S ∨ (p a ) ). We leave the details as exercises to the reader. Now combining these two Lemmas, we see that any p-DG module of the form E (m) ½ n or F (m) ½ n , where m ∈ AE and n ∈ , is contained in the subcategory generated by the modules
where k ranges over the weight lattice . In particular, applying this observation to the "canonical basis modules" of Theorem 4.9, we have proved the following. Theorem 4.12. The (enhanced) p-DG derived category D(U , ∂) is monoidally generated by the compact cofibrant modules in the collection
On the Grothendieck group level,U Op is generated by elements of the form E1 k , E (p) 1 k , F 1 k , F (p) 1 k , where k ranges over the weight lattice .
Remark 4.13. Of course the Theorem is false if we omit the pth divided power generators. This is because E p ½ k is controlled by (NH p , ∂), which is an acyclic p-DG algebra (see [KQ15, Section 3.3]). It follows that E p ½ k ∼ = 0 in D(U , ∂), and E (p) ½ k could not be a summand of E p ½ k . In fact, a closer check of the proof of Lemmas 4.10 and 4.11 shows that any column module, which we denote as P, over (NH p , ∂) is not cofibrant, so that we do not obtain a derived equivalence
Categorification of quantum Frobenius for sl 2
Let us first define a doubled version Θ of the thickening map Θ + in Theorem 3.17. Proof. This is clear from the the differential action on the thick generators (4.8)-(4.11).
The center END U (½ n ) for each object ½ n inside U consists of clockwise or counterclockwise thin "bubbles" that may be defined in terms of the 1-morphism generators:
l+n−1 n , l−n−1 n . (4.17)
Here l ∈ AE labels the degree of the bubble diagram, which equals 2l for these depicted. One may identify clockwise bubbles of degree 2l with the lth complete symmetric function h l in infinitely many variables, while the degree-2l counterclockwise bubbles with (−1) l e l (see [Lau10, Proposition 8 .2]). In this way we identify the center END U (½ n ) with the algebra Sym of symmetric functions. A simple consequence of the previous Lemma is that the thickening functor Θ induces a quasi-isomorphism of the corresponding p-DG centers.
Corollary 4.17. For each n ∈ , the 2-functor Θ induces a quasi-isomrphism of p-DG algebras Θ : (END U (½ n ), ∂ 0 )−→(ENDU (½ np ), ∂).
Proof. We show the case when n ≥ 0, and leave the n ≤ 0 case to the reader. Under the map Θ, the thin bubble is mapped to the thick bubble carrying a symmetric function as a label:
Here the thick strand has thickness p, and the polynomial π l in p variables equals the Schur function π l = π (p(l+n−1) p ) (x 1 , . . . , x p ) = (e p (x 1 , . . . , x p ) p ) l+n−1 = (x 1 · · · x p ) p(l+n−1) .
In [KLMS12, equation (4.29)], the thick bubbles are identified with Schur functions in infinitely many variables. In their notation, this Schur function corresponds to π ♠ β whose partition β has p equal parts: β = (p(l + n − 1), . . . , p(l + n − 1)) − ((np − p), . . . , (np − p)) = (pl, . . . , pl), i.e., this is the Schur function corresponding to the Lima partition ((pl) p ). By the LittlewoodRichardson rule and Remark 2.14, the set {π µ |µ ∈ LP (p)} consists of 0-cocycles under the differential (3.13), and it forms a set of polynomial generators for H / (Sym). The result follows.
In fact, a closer check of the proof shows that the effect of Θ on the center END U (½ n ) agrees with the thickening map Θ 0 on Sym discussed in Remark 2.14. Remark 4.22. By Theorem 4.5, although it is not essential to specify the inverse of φ k explicitly, the proof of Proposition 4.21 actually tells us what the inverse element is inside the slash cohomology algebra H /0 (ENDU (P ⊕ A)) ∼ = H /0 (ENDU (P)). To see this, consider the element
which we know is invertible by Stošić's formula (4.15), and the inverse is given by
By adding some zero factors to Φ k , we can regard both Φ k and Φ k as elements in ENDU (P ⊕ A).
Then the proof of the Proposition tells us that the maps Φ k and Φ k differ by some 0-coboundary element. Therefore the same must be true for the difference between Ψ k and Ψ k : the projection of Ψ k onto ENDU (P) should be a cocyle which serves as the inverse for Φ k . Indeed, diagrammatically, one sees from [KLMS12, equation (5.11)] that the element Ψ k equals Below, we will be using a derived restriction functor along Θ. We briefly discuss how restriction functors behave in this situation, which is a slight modification of the p-DG algebra case. For more details, see [Qi14, Section 8] . To do so, notice that D(U , ∂) is locally a family of derived categories of p-DG algebras with their p-DG enhanced structure. Now Θ induces a map of p-DG algebras that sends any local identity element of U , say, ½ n+2 E½ n , onto the idempotent ½ (n+2)p E (p) ½ np . Thus we are locally reduced to the following situation: there is a map of p-DG algebras f : (A, ∂ A )−→(B, ∂ B ), but f (1 A ) = ǫ is not necessarily the identity of B, but an idempotent such that ∂ B (ǫ) = 0. In any case we have an adjoint pair of derived functors given by induction and restriction along f : Thus in this situation, the restriction functor is none other than the usual idempotent truncation on modules. In our particular case, the effect of the restriction functor along the thickening map Θ is seen through the next result.
